Educational Session

**Accelerating Progress for Equitable Transfer: Building Durable Cross-Institutional Will and Capacity for Effective Partnership Work**
Curricular Alignment or Degree Pathways, Partnerships and Collaboration

Tackling Transfer is a national initiative to improve equitable transfer student outcomes at scale through focused attention on institutional leadership, practice, and policy. The Tackling Transfer national partners will share actionable insights and tools to accelerate your work on transfer through institutional case-making and intentional transfer partnership development. Whether you sit within a transfer-sending or transfer-receiving institution, this session will provide pragmatic and evidence-based strategies for building urgency and momentum.
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What is Tackling Transfer?

*Tackling Transfer is a national initiative that fosters the conditions for scalable and measurable improvements in equitable bachelor’s degree attainment rates for students who begin at community college.*

*Tackling Transfer is led by:*

*With the generous support of:*
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Discussion

Covering actionable insights and tools to accelerate your work on transfer through institutional case-making and intentional transfer partnership development.

Transfer is a shared challenge and a shared opportunity.
Transfer Resource Kit

Dropbox Folder for Tacking Transfer Resources & Tools:

AND...COMING SUMMER 2021...
#TacklingTransfer micro-web sessions on tools & resources!
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE WORK YOU DO ON TRANSFER!
Please stay connected!
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